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FALCON ENDPOINT PROTECTION COMPLETE
A REVOLUTIONARY APPROACH TO ENDPOINT SECURITY
Complete endpoint security with unrivaled simplicity — guaranteed

KEY BENEFITS
» I ncludes an exclusive warranty, for ultimate

FALCON ENDPOINT PROTECTION COMPLETE —
TURNKEY ENDPOINT SECURITY THAT INCLUDES THE ONLY BREACH
PREVENTION WARRANTY OF ITS KIND
A truly effective endpoint security solution requires a holistic approach. However, many
organizations struggle to implement a comprehensive program because the time, cost

peace of mind

»E
 liminates endpoint security burdens,
providing effortless implementation,
operations and incident remediation

and expertise needed are too high.
» Provides remote remediation for timely, hassleFalcon Endpoint Protection (EPP) Complete™ solves this problem by adding a team of

free incident resolution

security experts to handle every aspect of CrowdStrike® endpoint security technology
for you. This powerful combination of people, processes and technology brings you
to the highest level of endpoint security maturity without the burden of building it

endpoint security solution, accessible to all:

yourself. Falcon EPP Complete™ includes:
FALCON EPP COMPLETE™ SOLUTIONS

• F
 alcon Prevent™ — next-gen antivirus

FALCON EPP COMPLETE™ TEAM

• O
 n-boarding

with machine learning, exploit

•P
 roactive configuration management

blocking, indicator of attack (IOA)

•P
 revention health checks

behavioral analysis and more

•M
 aintenance and operations

•F
 alcon Insight™ — endpoint detection
and response (EDR)
•F
 alcon Discover™ — IT hygiene and

» Offers the simplest and most effective

• I ncident handling playbook
• I ncident triage and handling

Buy it and forget it

» Delivers immediate response and remediation
anywhere

» Protects above and beyond traditional antivirus
and other next-gen products

•H
 ands-on remote remediation

asset inventory
•F
 alcon OverWatch™ — 24/7 managed
threat hunting with managed
detection and response (MDR)

TAKING ENDPOINT SECURITY TO THE NEXT LEVEL — THE BEST
PROTECTION, 100 PERCENT MANAGED AND WORRY-FREE
Falcon EPP Complete™ provides the products and a seasoned team of experts to
perform the tasks needed to handle all aspects of endpoint security, freeing you and
your teams to focus on other important aspects of your business.

INCLUDES A BREACH PROTECTION
WARRANTY OF UP TO $1 MILLION

FALCON EPP COMPLETE (CONT'D)

ENDPOINT SECURITY AT ITS
BEST
Falcon Endpoint Protection (EPP) Complete™
revolutionizes endpoint security by providing
In addition, Falcon EPP Complete is covered by a breach prevention warranty for the
duration of the product subscription. The warranty provides up to $1 million of coverage
to address any breach that occurs within the protected environment.

KEY PRODUCT CAPABILITIES
Falcon EPP Complete™ provides all the technologies and services required to instantly
implement and continuously run a mature endpoint security program. It delivers the
following benefits:
UNMATCHED NEXT-GEN EPP BENEFITS'
• G
 uarantees protection: Falcon EPP Complete comes with a breach protection
warranty that covers the costs you would incur in responding to a breach, including
legal services, client notification, identity theft and credit monitoring, forensics
investigation and public relations.
• P
 rotects against all types of attacks: Falcon EPP Complete™ protects your
organization against commodity and zero-day malware, ransomware, exploits and
advanced malware-free, fileless attacks — keeping you ahead of the rapidly changing
tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) used by today’s adversaries.
•C
 ombines the best prevention technologies: For ultimate protection, Falcon EPP
Complete™ combines technologies such as machine learning for malware protection,
indicator of attack (IOA) behavioral blocking and exploit blocking.
•S
 ingle, lightweight agent: Falcon EPP Complete™ uniquely integrates powerful bestin-class prevention, detection and response, together with IT hygiene capabilities to
provide continuous breach prevention in a single agent.
A FORCE MULTIPLIER: ALL THE HANDS-ON HELP AND EXPERTISE YOU NEED, WHEN
YOU NEED IT
•G
 ets you up and running and fully operational — The Falcon EPP Team works
with your organization to get you started and assists your team throughout the
deployment process. During this interactive phase, CrowdStrike helps you understand
the prevention capabilities of the Falcon platform and tailors these security postures
to best fit your business and security needs.
•F
 rees your IT and security teams from daily, time-consuming endpoint security
tasks — After initial implementation, the Falcon EPP Team administers the updates
and maintenance of your solution, updating, monitoring and tuning Falcon to
continually enhance your security posture. The team also reviews, triages, prioritizes
and resolves alerts generated by the Falcon platform and Falcon OverWatch. The
team identifies whether an alert is a false positive or a true incident and responds
accordingly.
•R
 educes risk with immediate remote remediation of incidents — When the Falcon
EPP Team detects an incident, it can remotely remediate it. By ensuring that all
incidents are handled immediately, Falcon EPP Complete™ dramatically reduces the
risks of a serious breach. In addition, the Falcon EPP Team assists with guidance and
expertise to help your teams with any security concerns they might have.
IMMEDIATE TIME-TO-VALUE
•E
 asy deployment — As part of the CrowdStrike platform, Falcon EPP Complete™
requires only the installation of a small 25 MB agent, without requiring management
infrastructure or management consoles, making deployment easy and efficient.
• I mmediately operational — Falcon EPP Complete™ can be deployed instantly for
unrivaled time-to-value. As soon as it’s installed, it hits the ground running, allowing
the Falcon EPP Team to monitor and protect your organization without requiring
additional components, reboots, query writing, staging or complex configuration.
•Z
 ero impact on performance — Thanks to its cloud-native architecture, Falcon EPP
Complete causes no additional impact on endpoints or the network.

all of the components required for a mature
endpoint security posture, from the initial
setup and day-to-day operations to the
prevention and detection of threats, all the way
to full incident handling, including immediate
remote remediation and recovery.

FALCON EPP COMPLETE:
A UNIQUE SOLUTION
CrowdStrike Falcon EPP Complete™
is the only endpoint security solution
with built-in proactive threat hunting
and remote remediation, backed by a
team of security experts that serves as
your force multiplier, 24/7.

ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE
CrowdStrike is the leader in cloud-delivered next-generation endpoint protection. CrowdStrike has revolutionized
endpoint protection by being the first
and only company to unify next-generation antivirus, endpoint detection and
response (EDR), IT hygiene, vulnerability
management and a 24/7 managed hunting service — all delivered via a single
lightweight agent.

Learn more at crowdstrike.com

